CLion 1.5 EAP, build 144.3357.5
No subsystem

Task

CPP-5048

Bundle Custom JDK on linux

Task

CPP-5611

Featured plugins page on welcome wizard should propose JetBrains
Markdown plugin instead of third party one

Bug

CPP-2873

warning: ignoring option MaxPermSize=350m; support was removed in 8.0

Project Model

Bug

CPP-3088

Kill CMake processes when exiting IDE

Debugger: GDB

Bug

CPP-5617

EA-78104: GDBResponse$Parser.parse: no viable alternative at input
'^done,"handle SIGSEGV nostop noprint pass"'

Bug

CPP-5619

EA-78111: GDBResponse$Parser.parse: =breakpoint-modified

Bug

CPP-5621

EA-78112: GDBRRPE: GDBResponse$Parser.parse: *stopped,changelist

Bug

CPP-5622

EA-78108: GDBResponse$Parser.parse: =cmd-param-changed

Bug

CPP-5623

EA-65300 GDBResponse$Parser.parse: ^done,changelist=

Bug

CPP-5624

Correctly parse control sequences in GDB output

Bug

IDEA-150505 Underlines characters invisibles

Bug

IDEA-149817 IntelliJ: Cannot navigate from usage to declaration of method because
documentation overlay hides usage

Editor. Editing
Text

Performance IDEA-150848 Editor leak in AccessibleEditorComponentImpl
File System

Bug

IDEA-150199 cannot create file with non-ascii characters in name

Find, Replace,
Find Usages

Usability

IDEA-139310 "Find Usages" should report source usages before usages in generated
code

Indices

Performance IDEA-148981 Index rebuild doesn't complete after idea start

Task Management

Bug

IDEA-101238 Time tracking: Post work item: sending a comment with a space fails

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-150726 Gutter icons scaled wrong on Retina

Usability

IDEA-149961 Zero latency typing mode ghosts old caret position briefly when
editor.caret.width > 1

Cosmetics

IDEA-150453 UI issues with speed-search in popup lists

Bug

IDEA-150624 IDEA 15 "Apply Patch" is broken

Bug

IDEA-148799 Unshelve changes with unassociated file. Don't cancel unshelving.

Bug

IDEA-144633 On applying patch for file of unknown type adding the confusing error
message is shown

Usability

IDEA-35927

Provide better user experience when applying patch or unshelving fails for
some files in the patch/shelf.

Usability

IDEA-60470

Applying Patch: should do best attempt to apply to all files. Currently
abandones process at first failure

Exception

IDEA-148175 Exception when reverting a commit from VCS history

Feature

IDEA-136565 Add "Checkout with Rebase" action equivalent to "git checkout feature &
git rebase master"

Bug

IDEA-76778

Bug

IDEA-142648 Continue rebase reports success but does nothing when rebase --skip had
to be called

Bug

IDEA-72282

Version Control

Version Control.
Git

Git: file marked as modified in project view and in editor after rebase
--skip until project reopening

"Continue rebasing" should be disabled if no rebase operation is in
progress

Bug

IDEA-135299 'Git' -> 'Continue rebasing' reports "Successfully rebased 0 commits!" in
case of error

Bug

IDEA-81093

Invoke the Conflict Resolver automatically if a conflict happens during
rebase

Usability

IDEA-60413

IntelliJ should understand git rebase and show only relevant menu items

Usability

IDEA-150358 Rebase reports error if user presses "cancel" in the interactive rebase
dialog

Usability

IDEA-55672

Git: Confusing error messages when all commits during rebase are marked
as skipped.

Usability

IDEA-55479

Git: auto-stash/unstash on 'rebase' command

Version Control.
Log

Bug

IDEA-146846 Vcs log root filter: Ctrl+Click should be Cmd+Click on Mac

Version Control.
Perforce

Bug

IDEA-148592 Dead lock in IntelliJ 15.0.1!

XML

Feature

IDEA-147004 Provide action to change order of attributes in xml tag

